
Year 2 Spelling 
These lists have been taken from the KPS Scope & Sequence for Spelling Term 3.

Week 4 

Sight words 
 

happy 
told 

everyone 
or 

thought 
 

Focus:  z / zz / s / se 
 

zebra 
zipper 
puzzle 
drizzle 
dizzy 
busy 
bears 
does 
cheese 
close 
 

 *A word never ends in a single ‘z’ a ‘zz’ is used. 
* ‘zz’ after a short vowel. 

* ‘ze’ is used after a long vowel or 2 vowels 
together eg. doze 

* The letter s between vowels sounds like a z. 



SPELLING ACTIVITIES 
Write your spelling list in 

alphabetical order 
A-Z 

Select 5 words and draw a 
picture for each one 

Write your spelling words in 
order from least letters to 

most letters. 

Clap out and write the 
number of syllables in each 
of your spelling words. 

Ask 5 questions using 5 of 
your spelling words. Don’t 
forget to use a question 

mark? 

Rainbow words – use 
different colours to write 
each letter in your word 

Create a word search or 
crossword with your spelling 

list 

Using a dictionary, write the 
meaning of 5 words from 

your spelling list 

Write your spelling list using 
2 different colours to show 
the vowels and consonants.  

 
vowels = a e i o u 

Write your spelling words in 
a word pyramid 

s 
sp 
spe 
spel 
spell 

Across and Down – write 
your words across and down, 

sharing the first letter 
eg.    

Words Within Words - 
Make a list of as many 

smaller words you can find 
in the words on your spelling 

list 
eg. watch = cat, hat 

Write each of your spelling words into word boxes. 
Remember your body, head and tail letters. 

Write your spelling list in 
reverse alphabetical order 

(backwards) 
Z - A 

Write your words from 
easiest to hardest to spell. 

Why did you order them that 
way? 

Spell your words out loud. 
When you say each letter, 
do a star jump, hop on one 
foot or bounce/catch a ball. 

Spelling shapes – Write your 
spelling words inside different 

2D shapes.  

Fancy Letters - write each 
of your words in fancy 

writing. Your letters could be 
curly or dotty. 

Air Writing - write each of 
your words in the air with 

your finger.  

Scrabble Challenge: Use scrabble tiles to work out the sum of your words 

                                                    Extension:                                                                                                                         
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Spelling - Tuesday and Wednesday 

 
Edit and rewrite these sentences using one of the joining words but, so, and, or, because.  

Make sure you include capital letters and full stops.  
 

Tuesday 

i like zebras, ______ I have never seen one in the wild  

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

everyone climbed up higher, ______ we could see the view  
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

i thought I could do a cartwheel ______ it made me dizzy 
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
Wednesday 

i enjoy going to the park ______ my dog likes it too  
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

she could do a puzzle ______ she could paint a picture  
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

the bear caught some fish ______ it needed something to eat  

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 



Editing Task - Thursday 

 
Edit and re-write these sentences 
* Find 5 spelling mistakes 
* Add 2 capital letters and 1 full stop. 
 

tom and Jane went wif their parents to the zoo. Everywone woz happy when 
they saw the zebra. a zoo keeper forgot to clos the gate so the monkey tried 
to eat Tom’s cheeze stick  

_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________ 
 

ANSWER – Don’t look until you have had a go.  

Tom and Jane went with their parents to the zoo. Everyone was happy 
when they saw the zebra. A zoo keeper forgot to close the gate so the 
monkey tried to eat Tom’s cheese stick.  
 



Team Uniform
Imagine you are going to represent your country at the Olympics.  

Design a uniform for your team to wear during the event. 



Reading - Tuesday



All About Blue Heeler Dogs 
The Blue Heeler is also called an Australian Cattle Dog.  
Blue Heelers are known for being a working dog and are very  
intelligent. They are extremely energetic dogs and need a lot of exercise. 
A Blue Heeler was the oldest dog in the world.   
It was called Bluey and it lived to 29 years old.  
In dog years, that’s 129 years old! In 1840, George 
Elliot (an Australian cattle farmer) began  
crossbreeding Dingoes with Collies.  
He named the breed a Blue Heeler.  
A Blue Heeler’s coat is dark blue. It has hints of light 
blue colouring through the coat. Blue Heelers typically 
have black patches around their ears and eyes.

Intelligent        Lazy      A working dog

 
      35 years old 10 years old      29 years old

Dark blue
Brown 
Hints of light blue 
Red 

George Brown
George Elliot
Elliot Simpson

1. Blue Heelers are known for being: (Tick the correct answers)

2. How old did Bluey the oldest dog in the world live to?
(Tick the correct answer)

4. A Blue Heelers coat are which colours? (Tick the correct answers)

5. What was the name of the Australian cattle farmer who first crossbred Blue
Heelers? (Tick the correct answer)

visit twinkl.com.au

3. A Blue Heeler needs a lot of . (Fill in the missing word)

Reading - Friday

https://www.twinkl.com.au/resources/australian-resources-f-2/australian-resources-f-2-topics/australian-resources-f-2-topics-animals


Maths - Tuesday



Maths - Wednesday 
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How My Friend nd I Are Alike 
nd Different

My name 

My friend’s name 

This is a picture of us together.

How we are the same How we are different 

SEL - Monday



History 



1. Activity stations: skipping ropes, jumping jacks, getting multiple things from one place to

another ie balls or bean bags, running with knees high, crawling through tape/rope, planking;

alternate between high impact and low impact; set a timer then rotate through the stations

2. Explore the backyard with a magnifying glass

3. Make up a story through the garden or house: like We’re Going on a Bear

Hunt, journey, what do you see, what will you have to battle to overcome and complete your

journey or mission?

4. Play catch: throw a balloon, soft object such as a rolled up pair of socks or a light ball,

then move on to a ball, start by standing close to your child and as they master the catch,

move further away

5. Dancing: put on your favourite music and boogie on down, use lights or decorations for

ambiance and let your kids twist, macarena, floss, dance like their favourite animal or

freestyle their way to fun, play freeze

6. Balloon volleyball: blow up a balloon and hit it to each other

7. Bubbles: chase them around the room or outside

8. Act out a book around the house or in the backyard: could be a journey like Alexander’s

Outing

9. Choose a book: every time a chosen word is said ie hat in Cat in the Hat, do 5 jumping

jacks or a yoga pose

10. Play a board game: every time a 5 is rolled, your child could run on the spot as

fast as they can for the count of 6

11. Hallway soccer: put masking tape on the floor or mark out goals and kick a

soft/plastic ball

12. Unusual races: have races with as many unusual moves as you can like crab, bear,

backwards etc

13. Yoga Jenga: use a pencil to write down a yoga move on each Jenga block, set up the

tower and play the game, every time a block is pulled out every player has to do that specific

yoga move, if the tower falls everyone do a plank for 30 seconds

14. Hula hoop: see how long your child can keep the hula hoop around their waist, on

their ankle, on their wrist, is there any other way they can use a hula hoop

15. Broom hockey: use masking tape to set up goals in your hallway, divide into two

teams with every player having a small broom, use a tennis ball as your hockey puck (put away

breakables), the first to get to 10 points wins

16. Marble toe race: find two large bowls, fill the first bowl with water and place

some marbles inside, ask your child to pick up the marbles and place them in another bowl by

using only their feet, the first one to get all the marbles in the bowl wins (you could do timed

rounds if you only have enough for one to play), if you don’t want to get your floor wet lay

towels on the floor or skip the water entirely
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17. Set up a maze: turn the hall into a ‘laser’ maze with yarn, zig-zag yarn from

varying heights and challenge your kids to get across without touching the ‘laser’

18. Wii Fit: challenge to beat each other’s (or their own) score on the ski jump or hula

hoop challenge, just dance, etc

19. GoNoodle: https://www.gonoodle.com/,

20. Cosmic Kids Yoga: https://www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga

21. Help with the gardening: put on gloves and weed, sweep the path, care for

their own mini garden, water the garden with a watering can, dig in the dirt to plant seeds

22. Play with pets

23. Jobs around the house: pick up toys, wipe up messes, put dirty clothes in the

laundry, dust, wipe down front of oven, fridge or doors with wet wash cloth, fold washcloths,

throw rubbish in the bin, dust baseboards, feed pets, set and clear the table, help match

socks, put away groceries, make bed, clean room, fold small laundry items, put away clean

knives and forks, sweep kitchen floor with small broom, clean off and wipe down coffee table,

wipe down dirty walls, fold towels, use hand-held vacuum, disinfect doorknobs, water inside

plants, empty small bins (be prepared for some mess and reteaching till they do things

efficiently)

24. Play tip

25. Animal walk: inside or out, encourage your child to slither like a snake, hop like a

frog, gallop like a horse or walk like a bear on all fours

26. Keep the balloon up: have your kids use their hands or half a pool noodle to keep

a balloon afloat, how long can they keep it off the ground, count how many ‘hits’ and try and

beat your score

27. Puddle jumping: throw on your kids’ most waterproof gear and let them jump in,

out and over puddles

28. Wet sponge designs: on a hot day gather up lots of sponges, provide a tub of

water for endless resoaking and have your kids throw their sponges on a wall or on a cement

surface to make designs, sponges can also be used to write letters, sight words or ‘paint’ walls

29. Digging for treasure: hide small toys like plastic dinosaurs, small cars or marbles

in the sandpit or indoor sand table and let your child release their inner pirate as they search

for booty

30. Run away from the monster: kids love a game of chase, especially with a

parent or other adult they trust

31. Simon says: Simon can have kids jumping like a kangaroo, standing as tall as a house,

making funny faces, standing on one foot or waving their hands over their heads

32. Leaf play: rake up leaves and let kids jump into piles, throw the leaves in the air and

crunch the foliage in their hands

33. Hopscotch: inside use painters tape on the floor to pattern your own board and use

buttons, rolled up socks or bean bags instead of rocks, outside use chalk to make a court and

use rocks or the chalk itself as a marker

https://www.gonoodle.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga


34. Ball kicks: use different types and sizes of balls, have your child see how far they 

can kick or play goalie in front of a wall or fence and see if your child can kick the ball past you 

35. Balance beam: indoors use painters tape to make a straight line on the floor, 

encourage your child to walk forwards, backwards and sideways, outdoors use a plank of wood, 

a rope or make a line with chalk for the same activity, when your child masters a straight line, 

add semi-circles or zig-zags to add a bit more of a challenge 

36. Mini sticks: pass a ball back and forth with your child or have them shoot at a 

target while teaching them to keep their (hockey) stick on the ice (floor) and to hold their 

stick with two hands 

37. Fill the bucket water game: provide your child with a cup and two buckets 

(one smaller and one larger), place the smaller bucket a short distance from the larger bucket 

and fill the larger bucket with water, have your child scoop water from the larger bucket and 

fill the smaller one, to make the game more challenging, put small holes in the cup or have your 

child dance as they more from bucket to bucket 

38. Paper Airplanes: there are so many ways to make paper airplanes at home, throw 

them inside or outside and see how high they can fly, how far they fly or if your child can 

throw them through an object such as a hula hoop 

39. Avoid the shark: cover your living room floor (the shark-filled ocean) with foam 

floor tiles or towels (taped to the floor with painters tape) and have your child jump from one 

to the next without getting nabbed by a shark 

40. Bean bag toss: have kids throw them into targets such as laundry baskets or hula 

hoops 

41. Egg and spoon: give kids a spoon and have them balance a hard-boiled or plastic 

egg from one point to another either indoors or out, how quickly can they go, can they dance as 

they move 

42. Ribbon sticks: tie a length of ribbon to the end of a stick or baton and watch as 

your kids dance and swirl their ribbons in the air 

43. Pillow walk: set up a line of couch, throw or bed pillows on your floor and have your 

child walk from one end to the other 

44. Kick bowling: switch up regular bowling inside or outside by having kids use 

different sizes of balls to kick down different objects such as empty bottles or rolls of paper 

towels 

45. Bean bag balance: have your child place a bean bag (or small soft toy) on their 

head and walk from one point to another without dropping it, as they master the walk, move 

the points further apart or make the course a bit more challenging by adding zig zags or 

circles or objects around which they have to maneuver 

46. Bubble wrap jump: purchase a roll of wrap and have your child jump and pop to 

their heart’s content 

47. Helicopter: turn a jump rope around in a circle low to the ground while your child 

hops over it without touching it 

48. Obstacle course: indoors or out, let your imagination run wild as you set up an 

obstacle course for your child, have them crawl under tables, climb over chairs, jump over 



ropes, hop from cone to cone, crawl through a cardboard box, jump through a line of hula 

hoops, throw a family of stuffed animals into a laundry basket, etc 

49. Music parade: whether you have traditional instruments or pots and pans, 

celebrate a real or made up holiday 

50. Action songs: sing together or find recordings of songs that have kids moving their 

bodies in different ways: Hokey Pokey, Shake My Sillies Out, I’m a Little Teapot, Zoom, Zoom, 

Zoom… 

51. Colour run: on a driveway or footpath, draw circles or squares in four different 

areas and colour them with different colours of chalk, call out a colour and have your child run 

to that coloured area 

52. Door fringe: hang a party fringe or streamers on a door frame and get your child to 

run, hop or dance through the fringe 

53. Beach ball blanket toss: have two or four children hold the corners of a 

blanket (or towel), throw a beach ball onto the blanket and bounce the ball up and down 

54. Hide and seek: kids can either hide themselves or objects such as their stuffed 

animals 

55. Limbo: you could use objects like a pool noodle, broom or rope, use music for added 

fun 
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o Some people like to use o fun type of foce mosk.

Are these foce mosks mode from the correct moteriols ond ore they
being used to stop the spreod of o virus? Give eoch one o tick or o cross.

Design your own fun foce mosk thot still meets the government
rules. Drow ond lobel it.

Year 2 Chernical Sciences tVaterialWorld @ lnquisitive Pty Ltd
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Attempt to make your own face mask but it will still need to follow the rules you learnt from 
last week’s Science lesson. Collect some materials from around your house and make a face 
mask. Ask someone at home to check if it follows the rules or email me your design to check 
for you. Remember Mr Nash’s email is: mark.nash@det.nsw.edu.au 

Draw and label your face mask explaining what materials were used and why. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


